
Information Packet Supporting the Haitian Senators’ Request

1. Fraud in the Parliamentary Elections
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  Table 1 Effect of fraud on race

Source: Table 1
Notes on sources: On pages 1–13 above, the Haiti Democracy Project's electoral
mission presents images showing how a government candidate running for the
position of deputy in the lower house falsely inflated his total. 

On the left are photos of carbon copies of the official returns of the polling
place. On the right are the results posted by the Tabulation Center.
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2. Gross Fraud in the Presidential Election — Corrected by Haiti Democracy Project Mission and the United States

After the vote on November 28, 2010, the Tabulation Center quarantined 58,000 votes of the government presidential
candidate on suspicion of fraud. This is the entire left column below, red and blue. This loss eliminated him from the race. 

On December 6, on orders of President Préval,
the electoral commission secretly moved 20,000
of these votes back out of quarantine. These are
the red votes in the left column. Moving them
out and counting them put the government
candidate back in the race and eliminated
candidate Michel Martelly. 

Working from the outside, the Haiti
Democracy Project’s electoral mission found
14,408 of these suspect votes in the database —
the red votes in the second column. We  listed
them, and on December 21 sent them to the
election commissioner with a strong
recommendation to put them back into
quarantine.

When the commissioner failed to comply, in January 2011 the United States sent a Verification Mission of statistical experts
who found the same votes (the red votes in the third column) and recommended their elimination. When President Préval still balked,
the United States pulled the visas of a number of top governmental officials. Finally Secretary of State Hillary Clinton went to Haiti
herself to drive the results of the Verification Mission home. At this, Préval gave in and let the fraudulent votes go back into
quarantine. Martelly was restored to the race and went on to win the second round with 67 percent of the vote.
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The Struggle to Correct the Fraud in the Presidential Election

The Presidential Fraud—Fortunately Corrected—Was Nearly Nationwide

U.S. pulls visas of top Haitian
officials

Hillary Clinton goes herself to
remonstrate with Préval
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Sowing the Seeds of Conflict — Corrrecting the Presidential but Not the Parliamentary Elections

After the mighty effort to correct the presidential election, U.S. efforts petered out. A State Department researcher had found
57 percent of the overall vote to be fraudulent. Nevertheless, U.S. officials pressed for correction of only a handful of parliamentary
races. This left the previous regime’s party still in control of parliament despite the votes of the electorate to oust them. 

The stage was set for confrontation between an elected president and an installed  parliamentary majority intent on revenge for
losing the presidency. The parliamentarians lashed out by repeatedly denying the president his choice of prime minister, taunting him
at the palace, and harassing him with accusations of foreign nationality. When one prime-ministerial nominee survived this gauntlet,
he soon found himself caught between two fires and quit. The instability threatened recent progress in attracting foreign investment
and aid disbursement.

The recent delegation of Haitian senators was not from this parliamentary majority; rather, their parties had themselves
suffered severely from the fraud in the elections. These minority senators now call on their U.S. counterparts to fundamentally
reexamine a U.S. approach to elections that is not working. 

The elections, including the attempt to
impose a president by fraud, were
paid for by U.S. and international
taxpayer dollars.


